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ABSTRACT
The pressure disturbances generated by an instabil-
ity wave in the shear layer of a supersonic jet, are
studied for an axisymmetric jet inside a lined (:yEn-
drical duct. For the supersonic jet, locally linear sta-
bility analysis with duct wall boundary ('onditions is
use(l t(i calculate the eigenvalues an(l the eigenfun(:-
tions. These values are used to determine tile growth
rates and phase velocities of the instal)ility waves
and the radial pressure disturbance patterns. The
study is confined to tile dominant Kelvin-Hehnholtz
instability mo(le and to the region just downstream
of the nozzle exit where the shear layer is growing
but is still small in size (:Oral)areal to the radius of
the (lu('t. Numeri('al results are use(1 to study the
effects of changes in the outer flow, gr(iwth in the
shear layer thickness, wall distance, wall iml)e(lance,
alld fl'e(lileIleV. Results indicate that the effects of
the (tu('t wall on shear layer growth rates (timinish
as the (niter ttow increases. Also. wall reflections
cause variations in growth rates depending on wall
height an(t Strouhal mmfl)er. These variations are
due to the phase relationship between the outgoillg
mid the reflected incoming pressure disturbances at
the shear layer. The growth rate variati(ms can l)e
reduced and the maximum growth rate minimized
by keetling the imaginary part of the impedance neg-
ative.
INTRODUCTION
A confining wall affects the sut)ersoni(' jet Inix-
ing layers that are associated with ('ombustion pro-
(:esses, I engine tests (:olldll('te(t inside an enclose(t
facility, 2 and jet noise redu('tion efforts, a In the cir-
(:ular configuration consider(,(l for this paper, the su-
1)ersoni(: jet issues from a nozzle that has its axis co-
incident with the centerline of a surroullding cylin-
drical duct. Between the jet an(l the confining wall
of the duct, a lower sl)eed outer flow exists. The
shear layer |)etween the two flows is initially thin
and unstable. This instability grows like a wave as
the fl()w relives downstream. As a resuh., this insta-
bility wave generates t)ertur|)ations that l)roliagate
away frOlll the shear layer. Those perturhations that
prot)agate towar(l the wall can refle('t off it an(t re-
turn toward the shear layer t.o interact and modify
the growing instability in the shear layer. Thus the
presence of the wall. both if the wall is hard and if it
has an acoustic lining, affects the characteristics of
the instability waves that govern both the mixing in
the high speed shear layer and the noise generation.
Stability analysis was used by Tam and Hu t to
study the supersoni(' inixing layer inside a re('t-
angular channel with hard walls. In addition t(i
the Kelvin-Hehnholtz (KH) instabilities, they found
from using a vortex sheet mo(M that the coupling of
the unsteady moti(m with acimsti(" modes reflected
fl'om the walls resulted in a new family of sut)ersoni('
instabilities with supersonic Colwective Mach mun-
her. The analysis also incht(led the effects of shear
layer thickness on the spatial growth rates of two-
and three-dimensional SUl)ersonic instability waves.
Zhuang et al. a showed for a constant shear layer
thickness that the walls most affe(:ted the shear laver
instal)lilly when the convective Ma('h lmml)er was
greater than one. As the distance between the walls
decreased, the maximum aml)lification rate reached
a maximmn value and then decrease(t. The stability
characteristics for subsonic convective Math mmfl)er
waves were uimffected l)y wall height. Others have
found similar results for shear layers in a reetangulm
channel . l.(;
The stal)ility analysis has heen l)erformed f(ir a
cylindrical supersonic vortex sheet inside a ('ylindri-
cal duct with hard walls. '''7-'_) Viswanathan 7 showed
how the KH instat)ilities for a 5Ii = 4.1) jet with n(i
outer flow were affected 1)y the wall height. Tile ef-
fect appeared as oscillations in the growth rates due
to interaction hetween the internal Mai:h wave sys-
tem of the jet and the reflected waves from the wall
as tile wall moved closer to the vortex sheet. Fur-
thermore, the KH mode had growth rates tyt)ically
higher than the sut)ersonie instabilities. Chang and
Kuo* foun(1 similar results for a 5Ij = 4.5 jet with
two different outer flows. 2/lo -- 4.06 an(l ,lI,, = 1.56.
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It wasalsoshownthat theaxisymnmtricKH mode
growthratesdecreasedastheouterflowvelocityin-
creasedrelativeto the inner flowvelocity.When
shearlayerthicknesswasincludedin tile analysis,
thegrowthratesfl)rtheinstabilitieswerediminished
andthepresenceof thehardwallhada greateraf-
fectonKH modegrowthratesthanonSUl)ersonic
modegrowthrates. 7
Hu a recently stu(lied the effects of two paral-
M walls with sound al)sorbing lining on a two-
(limensional jet confined inside a re(:tangular duct.
The analysis was performed for two-dimensional in-
stability waves with mean flow conditions Mj = 2.0,
illo = 0.2, and Tj/T,, = 4.0. Using a vortex sheet
model, the lined walls were shown to be most ef-
fective when the phase velocity was supersonic rela-
tive to the outer flow and when the pressure eigen-
flmction showed large t)erturbations near the wall.
In general, growth rates were reduced when the
wall impedance was finite. A continuous mean flow
model based on a hyt)erbolic tangent function was
used to include the effects of shear layer thickness.
For tile instability wave with the largest growth
rates, the increasing shear layer thickness resulted
in lower growth rates. Also, the presence of a lined
wall was more effective in reducing growth rates than
a hard wall.
In this paper, we extend the study of the effects of
a confining wall with sound absorbing lining on shear
layer instability waves to the cylindrical duct case.
Many variables are available to study including the
inner jet. stream w_locity and temperature, the outer
stream velocity and teml)erature, the axial location,
the jet shear layer width, the duct wall height, the
wall imt)edance both real and imaginary parts, and
the frequency. By necessity, we must limit our pre-
sentation of results. The jet Mach number is fixed
at 2.0 with a temperature ratio Tj/To = 2.0. We
are primarily interested in the apt)lication of acous-
tic wall treatment in an ejector designed to reduce
sut)ersonic jet noise. Inside the ejector, a shear layer
between the two flow streams exists only for a short
distance downstream of tile nozzle exit before the
two flows more fully mix together. Consequently,
tile results t)resented herein will be confined to small
shear layer widths near the nozzle. Thus, this study
concentrates on the effects of wall treatment on tile
initial growth characteristics of the shear layer. We
will only consider the Kelvin-Hehnholtz type mode
in this study since it is the dominant instability for
both the free and confined jets at the above flow
conditions. The next section describes the formu-
lation of the instahility wave model using a finite
imt)edance boundary condition. The model is used
to determine tile growth rates and phase velocities
of the instability waves that govern the t)ressure dis-
turbance pattern generated hy the jet shear layer.
This is fi)llowed by a l)resentation and a discussion
of tile numerical results.
INSTABILITY WAVE FORMULATION
A cross-section of the model configuration for a
sut)ersonic axisymmetric jet inside a cylindrical duct
is shown in Figure 1. The high speed flow emerging
fl'om the nozzle with velocity Uj and static temper-
ature Tj has an initially thin shear layer that is in-
herently unstable even in the absence of viscosity.
An instability wave begins to grow rat)idly and con-
tinues to grow at. reduced rates as the shear layer
sI)rea(ts. During this process, t)ressure disturhances
created by the instability l)ropagate away from the
shear layer toward the wall, reflect off tile wall, and
return to interact with and modify the instability
wave in tile shear layer. This process is assumed to
be governed by the linearized, inviscid, eomt)ressit)le
e(tuations of motion.
Disturbance Equations
For a supersonic jet, the shear layer grows slowly
in the axial direction. This allows a locally parallel
flow approximation to t)e used to obtain the solution
for the disturbance (luantities. '1 The fluctuating dis-
turbances are rel)resented as waves traveling through
a nonuniform medium. As an examl)le, the pressure
disturbances are given by
p'(r, O, x, t) = p(r, x)
where p(r, x) represents the radial distribution of the
t)ressure disturbance at each axial lo(:ation, (t(x) is
the local complex wave number (a = a,. + i()i and
-(_i is the local growth rate), 0 is the azinmthal an-
gle, 7_ is the mode number, and exp(-iaJt) is the
harmonic time dependence. The other disturbance
quantities have the same form. The linearize(I equa-
tions governing the (listurbances (:an be combined
to obtain a single equation called the compressible
Figure 1: Schematic diagram in the x-r t)lane of an
axisymmetric jet flowing into a cylindrical duct with
coflowing outer stream.
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1Rayleigll equation,
Or-_2 + __ + _, - <_ Or' p 8r] 0r
+[?5-AI) 2(_'-°'Ti)''-u'-' ]r_ el'-' p = 0. (2)
This equation ilas been nondimensionalized as fl)l-
lows: spatial eoordinates by R), time and radial fi'e-
<luency by Uj  R j, velocity 1)5' _._, density by p), and
pressure by [)j["j-' where the subs<:riI)t j indicates jet
exit conditions. To solve this equatiom tim radial
variation of the mean flow velocity _7 and density ?5
illust be kllown quantities t)rovided fi'om eitimr an
analytic expression or a nmnerieal calculati<)n.
The general solution to e(tuation (2) at ally axial
k)cation is written
p(r) = .4_:l'(r)+ n_:_'(,') (3)
using unknown fmlctions with radial w_riations.
Outside the jet, the mean flow I)ecomes mfif<)rm and
e(tuatioil (2) hakes the form of Bessel's equation. The
solution can t)e readily written as
,,(l)
Po = .4o_,, (iA(o)',') + BoH},'-'l(iA(n:)r) (4)
vchere
a(,,) [.-' - " '/-'= - I,_Yj(_' - (5)
HI, II is a Hanke] function of the first kind. It rep-
resents a wave outgoing from tile shear layer toward
the wall. H}_"2) is a Hankel function of the second
kind and ret)resents the wax,(' reflected from the wall.
As r -+ 0, equation (3) must be finite.
At the wall, tim contimfity of partMe displace-
ment is used as tile boun<lary condition. :_ Tile kine-
matic equations are eoml)ined in terms of pressure
to get
_ ., i_, Z* Op.
(_, - au.)-p,, + - 0 (6)?5.pfl) Or
where Z* is tile dilnensional acoustic imt)edan<:e.
The acoustic imt)edance is usually referenced to a
typical density and speed of sound. We use ambient
conditions fin" density p, an(t speed of sound c, t<)
get
Z* 1
- (v)p"_,_j
wimre Z = Z*/p,c, is the specific acoustic
imt)edance of the wall treatment. This formulation
for the wall treatment condition is t)ase(t on assum-
ing a locally reacting boundary. Substituting equa-
tion (4) into equation (6) and evaluating the result-
ing equation at the radial location h of the wall for
the ullknown Bo, we get the e(luati<m
Po : Ao [H_,')(iA, ") - C(h)HI,2)(iA")] (8)
W]lere
C(h) =
_., (1 _.'AZ_(1),(iM_ )
(_, - o..)-H,, )(iM,) - ?5,,Mj ....
(,_. - ,,:_L, )" HI, _) (iAh) - ='_Z._H_,'2)'(iM,)
p<,:_lj
(9)
is obtained after substituting B,, I)ack into e<luation
(4). As h ---+ .9c, equation (8) re(lures to the fi'ee jet
case I° and as Z --+ oc, the wall becomes acoustically
hard and e<tuation (9) re<hwes to tile appropriate
form H}, l)'(iM,)/H},'2)'(iAh) as found in nef. [9].
E<tuation (2) and its b<)undary <'onditions create
an eigenvahte t>r(>bh'm with eigenvalue o. The cen-
teriine bomldary condition at r = 0 del)ends <m
whether tim t)ressure eigenfimetion is either axisym-
metric, 71 = 0, or non-axisymmetric, n # 0. In e<llla-
tion form, tills is written as
= 0,_ = 0 (10)
p = O, 1_ # 0.
A finite difference al)proximation is used to discretize
e(tuation (2). To inc()rporate the outer t)oml<tary
('ondition, the constant .4, inust be eliminated fl'<)m
equation (8). This is done by using a ratio of the
disturbance t)ressures at the two outer grid points,
Px+l _ H_,l>(iNr,',%l) - C(h)HI,2)(iArx+l) (11)
Px HI,_)(iArx) - C(h)HI,2)(iArx)
where N is the n|lnli)er <)f grid spacings. Tim lo-
cal eigenvahle is foun(l from the resulting diagonal
matrix using a Newton-Itat)hson iteration for refine-
merit. The local eigenflmction, p(r,x), is then de-
termined within a constant using the inverse l)ower
method. During this latter calculation, tile eigen-
flmcti(>n is normalized at the l)oint where tiw axial
mean flow veh)city gradient is a nlaxilnum in the
radial direction.
Mean Flow
In order to COlnl)lete the stability analysis, the
mean flow t)roperties are neede(l. Often e(luations
consisting of simple analytic flm('tions are used to
describe the mean flow. However, in order tO eas-
ily aeeoutlt for tim effects <)f veh)city and t,enlpera-
ture differences across the supersonic jet shear layer
on shear layer spreading, a numerically generated
mean flow is used. The jet is assmne(t to t)e i)er-
feetly ext)anded and for the region of interest near
the nozzle, the static pressllre is assullle(I to be COil-
stant. The set of COml)ressibie, Reynohts average<l.
I)oundary layer equations with a modified turbulen<:e
model is used as the basis fl)r the numerical metal
flow analysis. The details of the equation <teveh)p-
merit, tim numerical soluti(m, and comt)arisons of
calculated results to llleasllre(t iIleall flow data are
given in Ref. [11].
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Figure 2: Tile integrated instability wave amplitudes
to the free jet shear layer half-width b = 0.2. Modes:
(--) _ = 0; (..... ) 7_= 1; (------), = 2.
Outer flow: thick lines, 51o = 0.03; thin lines, Me =
0.6; t)eaks shown for illo = 0.1 to 0.5.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
The calculations were performed for a jet with exit
Mach munber 5Ij = 2.0. The jet was hot relative
to the outer strealn with Tj/T,, = 2.0. The outer
stream had the same static temperature as the am-
bient conditions for the source of the outer stream.
The velocity ratio between the outer stream and the
inner jet streain was varied from 0.01 to 0.21 result-
ing in outer stream Math numbers _Io of 0.03 and
0.1 to 0.6 in increments of 0.1 for a total of seven
operating conditions.
In addition to the flow conditions, the fl'equency 0,,
in equation (2) must be given. A stud), of the insta-
bility wave amplitudes for a free jet shear layer cal-
culated from tile nozzle to the downstream location
where the shear layer half-width b is 0.2 shows peak
amplitudes for the n = 1 and n = 2 helical modes
in the Strouhal number range (St -- _z/_r = ]Dy/Uj
where D/ = 2Rj) between 0.2 and 0.3, see Figure 2.
As the outer flow Mach number increases, the peak
wave amplitudes increase and shift slightly to higher
Strouhal numbers. Thus, the calculated results will
be shown for Strouhal numbers in this peak region.
In addition, the results presented in this paper will
be for tile _ = 1 and n = 2 instability wave nlodes
since they are clearly more dominant than the n = 0
axisynunetric instability wave mode.
Hard Wall
The instability wave growth rates near the noz-
zle exit are first examined for the hard wall case
as a function of the Strouhal number St, the duct
wall height h, and the outer stream Mach number
Me. Figure 3 shows growth rat(, contours at several
Figure 3: Local growth rate contours as a flmction
of h and St for the n = 1 mode of an Mj -- 2.0 jet in
a hard wall cylindrical duct, b = 0.05. Outer flow:
Me = (a) 0.03; (h) 0.1; (c) 0.3; (d) 0.6. Phase veloc-
ities supersonic relative to outer flow and subsonic
relative to inner flow except inside thick dashed line
(subsonic re. outer flow) and inside thin dashed line
(supersonic re. immr flow).
outer stream Mach nunlbers for the n = 1 mode as a
function of wall height and Strouhal number at the
axial location where the shear layer half-width b is
0.05. For 3Io = 0.03, tile growth rates oscillate as
both the wall height and Strouhal number change
becoming large near the lower wall height and the
largest Strouhal number. This behavior is similar
to those growth rate characteristics calculated for a
cylindrical vortex sheet. 7 These growth rate oscilla-
tions are due to the h)cation of the wall relative to
the standing wave like pattern resulting from reflect-
ing pressure disturbances interfering with tile pres-
sure disturbances generated by the shear layer insta-
bility. As an example, Figure 4(a) shows the changes
in the radial distributions of the wave modes for tim
local maximum and mininmln growth rates as the
wall height changes for St = 0.45 in Figure 3(a). To
indicate the relative amplitude of these modes, the
radial distributions are multiplied by their respec-
tive local growth rates and then normalized by the
growth rate at h = 1.65. Local nodes and ant|n-
odes occur that are due to the interference between
outgoing and incoming reflected disturbances. The
total pressure disturbance amt)litude is always a lo-
cal maximum at a hard wall. As the reflected dis-
turbance interacts with the shear layer, the growth
rate can be enhanced or re(luted. Figure 4(b) shows
the outgoing and the incoming pressure disturbance
patterns separately (note that the pressure distur-
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t)ancereflectsin phaseat.thewall).Themajordif-
ferencebetweentheinstabilitywavehavinga local
maximumgrowthrateor a localminimumgrowth
rateis thephaserelationshipbetweentheoutgoing
andincomingdisturbances.Fora localmaxiinum
growthrate,thephasedifferencesbetweenthe in-
comingandtheoutgoingdisturbancesjust outside
theshearlayerare- 148.5°, - 152.6°, and - 152.6 °
when the wall heights are 1.65, 2.70, and 3.75, re-
(a)
4,0! .........
• /
( /
3.0 ?'_
ZO '!'Q" ;k"--
0.0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 0 1.2
ipl_q.,(h = 165)
Co)
0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Retl (p)
Figure 4: Radial distribution of wave modes for
conditions in Figure 3(a), St = 0.45. (a) Pres-
sure magnitudes for (tifferent wall heights normal-
ized I)y (ti(h = 1.65) = -1.1762. (_) h =
1.65; ( ...... ) h = 2.33; (.... ) h = 2.70;
(-----) h = 3.38: (------) h = 3.75. (I)) Real
part of pressur(' (listurlmlwe. (_) outgoing;
(--) incoming.
2.0 | I
i/
it / i
t
,.0 ..,:¢.../.-.::!) :
_o ;
0.5 /i "_/
0.0 " " -_ .......... ' '
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Ipl_/cci(Mo= 0.03)
Figure 5: Radial distribution of n = 1 wave modes
at inaxinnlm growth rate with St = 0.45 fi)r an
M) = 2.0 jet in a hard wall cylindrical duct, b =
0.05. Normalized by (_i(M, = 0.03) = -1.1762.
(_) M,, = 0.03, h = 1.65: (..... ) IlL, =
0.1, h = 1.65; (------) Mo = 0.2, h = 1.73:
(.... ) Mo = 0.3, h = 1.80; (----) 31o =
0.4. h = 1.88; (----,--) Mo = 0.5, h = 2.03:
(-- ,, ---) 31o = 0.6, h = 2.1/).
Sl)ectively. The ])hase differen('es for a local mini-
mum growth rate are 52.4 ° for h = 2.33 an(1 66.7 °
for h = 3.38. Thus. the pressure disturl)ances are
more out of t)hase for a local maximum growth rate
than for a local minimmn growth rate.
As M,, increases, the variations in the growth rate
contours in Figures 3(I)) to (d) decrease and the g(,n-
eral trend is toward lower maxinmm growth rates
for St < 0.45. This latter trend was ol)served in
(:al(:ulated results for both free jets with a eoflow-
ing stream r' an(t ('onfine(t ('ylindrical vortex sheets, s
The largest growth rate within the calculated region
for each of the four flow (:(mditions in Figure 3 o('-
curs at St = 0.45 and at a lower wall height. The
radial (tistributions for these growth rares are shown
in Figure 5 ahmg with the largest growth rat(' results
for the other three flow (:onditions. The relative (le-
crease in the amt)litude of the mo(le as M,, incr(,ases
is shown t)y normalizing the radial mode dis• rilmtion
using the lo(:al growth rate. The radial (tistril)ution
is multil)lie(1 I)3" its local growth rat(' and then nor-
lnalized by the local growth rate at 5I(, = 0.03. The
(tecrease in aml)litude is due to the change in tit('
direction of the disturlmnee wave ve('tor as the flow
increases. From equation (1), we can define a t)hase
fun('tion fl)r a disturl)an('e wave
where
(I) = SO -e) - .,t (12)
.r
/o,.(\)dx + nO (13)S (r-') _,,(iAr) +
!
0
and _,, (i)_r) is the real phase function for Hl,l)(iAr)
in the case of an outgoing disturban(:e wave. To fol-
low the local wave front, (I) in equation (12) must
remain constant and following Gol(tstein. I:_ an in-
(:remental ('hange in (I) to h)west or(ler is
VS • (t7 = wdt. (14)
From this equation, the unit normal to the wave
front is (tefine(l I)y _'S/]_-S] with (:omt)onents
OS 0,7,,
[VS],.- Or - Or
10S n
[VS]0 = - - (15)
r O0 r
OS
[_-S]x -- O:r -- Or
and with direction cosines
1 0vg,,
(:()sO,- ]VS[ 0,'
1 11
cos O0 - (16)
IVSl ,•
(tr
COS O,r --
I_-Sl
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Usingtheseresults,wedeterminefromtheeigen-
functionresultsin Figure5 that thewavefrontdi-
rection0, changes on average from 57.00 ° 4- 0.05 °
to 42.75 ° + 0.38 + as tile outer flow Mach numher
increases fr<ml 0.03 to 0.6. The lower angle means
the wave vector points more towards the x-axis in
the downstream direction and less of the reflecting
disturbance returns to the shear layer to have any
effect. As a consequence, the growth rate and the
mode shape are approaching that of the free jet as
Mo increases.
Finally, tile regions of supersonic or subsonic rel-
ative phase velocity are demarcated by dashed lines
in the plots of Figure 3. For a phase velocity super-
sonic relative to tile inner stream .jet velocity,
1
I1 > (17)
and for a phase velocity supersonic relative to the
outer stream,
_'o
- > M--7 (18)
where cph = writ,, is the local phase velocity of tile
instahility wave. In Figures 3(a) and (b), tile phase
velocities are all supersoific relative to tit(, outer flow.
A sinall portion of tile growth rate plot beconles sub-
sonic relative to the outer flow at. Mo = 0.3 (lower
left of part (c)). This region increases in size as
Mo increases as seen in part (d). In the small re-
gions outlined by the thin dashed lines in parts (a)
to (e), the phase velocities are supersonic relative
to the immr flow. Most of the growth rates lie in
the region where the phase velocity is subsonic rel-
ative to the inner flow. The most important results
for the wall to affect the shear layer growth rates
is that the phase velocity be supersonic relative to
the outer flow, especially when the wall has a<:oustie
lining, a The flow conditions chosen nleet the crite-
rion of having the phase velocity supersonic relative
to the outer flow when line<t walls are present.
Lined Wall
It has been previously shown that instahility wave
growth rates decreased as the real part of the wall
impedance decreased toward one for a fixed imagi-
nary part and wall height, a We confirmed this be-
havior for tile cylindrical duct case with similar ot>-
erating conditions and impedance boundary condi-
tions. In this paper, we present results for a range
of wall impedances that are found in many practi-
cal applications. The real part of the impe<tance is
alwws positive with values chosen to be between 0
and 2. Tile inmginary part is either positive or nega-
tive with vahms between -2 and 2 chosen for study.
These iml)edance values are realizal_le with t)raeticat
sound absorbing materials.
Growth Rates versus Impedance
Tile initial growth rates of the n = 1 shear layer
instability wave modes were calculated for a wall
height h = 2 and a Strouhal number St = 0.2. With
seven outer flow con<titions, a large number of calcu-
lations were performed ow_r the designated region in
the imt)edance plane. To compare this large number
of cah'ulated results, we chose to compare growth
rates affected hy the presence of a wall impedance to
the growth rate of a free jet shear layer. The growth
rates were mapped on to the iml)edance plane and
contours were <h'awn through the (lata correspon(t-
(a) (b)
2.0 ......,,,,,, 2.0 ...,,,,,,,,
1.0 ', 1.0 ',
i00
iio
0.0 .... 110 2,0 0.0 1.O 2.0
Real(Z) lt_al(Z}
Figure 6: Local growth rates for the n = 1 mode
of an Mj = 2.0 jet in a lined cylindrical duct,
h = 2, St = 0.2. Contours in the impedance plane
for: (a) b _ 0.0; (b) b = 0.05; (e) b = 0.10;
(d) b = 0.15. Contours for free jet growth rate
at M,, = 0.03 (..... ) and M,, = 0.1 to 0.6
(--) following arrow. Arrow points from re-
gion where growth rates h)wer than free .jet to region
where growth rates higher than fi'ee jet.
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ing t() the fl'ee jet growth rat(,: thus, marking the
boundary between regions where the growth rate
was higher than the free jet growth rate and regions
where it was lower. Examples are shown in Figure 6.
Each part of the _igllre shows seven contoln's corre-
Sl)Onding to the free jet growth rates for the seven
outer flow conditions at a fixed axial location deter-
mined by the .jet shear layer half-width. The arrows
point in the direction that the contour iIioves with
increasing ollt, er flow Math nmnber 31, and point
into the region of higher growth rates. As -_1o in-
creases, the region of higher growth rates decreases
in size and as the shear layer half-width increases,
this area expands especially at lower _L_.
Figure 6 only shows the separate regions in the
imt)edance l)lane 1)etween regions with growth rates
higher or lower than that of the free jet. Figure 7
shows the range of those growth rares. For ea(:h
shear layer half-width location, the figure shows the
largest growth rate, the smallest growth rate, and
the fl'ee jet growth rat(, within that ('alculated re-
gion of the inq)edanee pbme. As b increases, the
growth rates generally de(:rease an(t as IlL, increases,
the growth rates decrease and the range of increased
growth rates, the differen(:e I)etween the largest
growth rate and the free jet growth rate, also de-
creases. The largest growth rates shown in Figure 7
lie along tim imaginary axis of the imi)edance planes
in Figure 6 near the (:enter of a circle that al)t)roxi-
mates the shal)e of the free jet growth rat(, contours.
Figure 8 shows how the free jet growth rate con-
tours (:hange in the inll)edance plane when the (tuct
wall height is changed with b = 0.05. St = 0.2, and
n -- 1. The duct wall height h starts ;it 1.6 and
progresses to 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. At h = 1.6, the
(:ontours change h)(:ation a sinall amount. As h in-
creases, the contours unfoht ('rearing larger regions
of higher growth rates. The contours at lower h are
(a) Co)
to) (d)
_. 1.0, !
0.8 _
0.6 _. __,
0 0,4 L ---- ..... -- ......
i-.TTZ-772::-- :....-:-:-:v:-=,._J0.2
o, -".....
°°o.o o._ o.a o.a o.4 o.s o.s o.o o.1 o.2 o.3 o.4 o.s o.s
Mo Mo
Figure 7: Range of local growth rates h)r eolldi-
tions in Figure 6. (_) free jet growth rate;
(-- -- ==) largest growth rate; ( .... ) slnallest
growth rate. (a) b _ 0.0; (b) b = 0.05, thin lines
corresl)()nd to conditk)ns in Figure S; (c) b = 0.01;
(d) b = 0.15.
circular in shape, wrapl)ing around the l)oint of the
largest growth rat(,. The contours unfoh[ as h in-
(Teases until they start to wrap around the t)oint of
the smallest growth rate. This also may be viewed as
a mOVelnent of the largest growth rate t)oint h)war(t
larger l)ositive imaginary impe(tan('e values, outside
the illll)e([alICe range shown, as /I in(:reases and a
movelneilt of the smallest growth rat(' point into the
legi<)n from more negative imaginary iml)edan('(' val-
ues. There may be more local maximum an(l nfini-
mmn growth rate l)oints that lie outside this region
of the inq)e(laIlce plane. Even though the region of
increased growth rates get larger as h increases, the
(a)
2.0 I
1.0
1.0-
0.0
-1.0
\\
\
\
(b)
}ooJ
,oi/
i
0.0 1.0 2.0
l_al(Z)
(d)
2.0
1.0 A
- \
-2,0 .... -2.0 1.... / _ ....
0.0 1.0 2.0 0.0 1.0
RealfZ) RealIZ)
2.0
Figure 8: Local growth rates for the n = 1 mode
of an M i = 2.0 jet in a lined cylindrical duet,
b = 0.05. St = 0.2. Contours in the inq)e(tanee
plane for: (a) h = 1.6; (l)) h = 2.0: (c) h = 2.5;
((t) h = 3.0. Contours for flee jet growth rate
at _I, = 0.03 (.... ) and ItI,, = 0.1 to 0.6
(--) following arrow. Arrow points fl'om re-
gion where growth rates h)wer than flee jet to regioll
where growth rates higher than fl'ee jet.
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rangeof thosegrowthratesdecreaseasshownin
Figure7(I)).Tile increasingouterflowdecreasesthe
range venmoreuntil fortheMo = 0.6 growth rates
in the impedance plane of Figure 8(d), there is only
a 10% change from smallest to largest growth rates
at h = 3.0.
The results for the 7_ = 2 helical mode at St, = 0.2
follow the same trends as those seen for the 7_ = 1
mode above though with generally higher growth
rates. An example of the calculated growth rate re-
suits in the impedance plane is shown in Figure 9
in terms again of the free jet growth rate contours.
These plots for b = 0.05 and h = 2 should be com-
pare(l to the 7_ = 1 resnlts shown in Figures 6(t))
and 7(b).
Cahqfiations were also performed at a Strouhal
numt)er of 0.3, a duct wall height of 2, and a shear
layer half-width of 0.05. The free jet growth rate
contours are shown in Figures 10(a) and (b) for the
t, = 1 and n = 2 modes, respectively. The corre-
Sl)onding growth rate ranges as a flmction of _Io are
shown in parts (c) and (d). Note the similarity be-
tween Figures 10(a) and 8(c). The duct wall heights
and Strouhal mmd)ers for these two cases are such
that St(h - l) is a constant. This indicates that an
important length scale near the nozzle may be the jet
radius to duct wall distance. However, the growth
rates may t)e higher and the range of growth rates
is certainly larger for the St = 0.3 case than for the
St = 0.2 case, cOral)are Figure 10(c) to Figure 7(b)
with h = 2.5.
(a)
\, I
_o ] '\ i
t ,,
o,o l.o 2.0
Re,el(Z)
1.2 _-_-_ (c)
rr2:0.81.0 ! ___.
_0.6
_._ 0.4 ; .- .........
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Mo
Co)
2.O , -.
i o_ i
I
_2.0_ ..... _ __ _
o.0 1.o 2.0
IRaaI[Z)
(d)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Mo
Figure 10: Local growth rates of an Mj = 2.0
jet in a lined cylindrical duct, h = 2, St = 0.3,
b = 0.05. Contours in the iml)edanc.e plane: (a)
rt = 1; (t)) n = 2. Contours for free jet growth
rate at. 5Io = 0.03 (.... ) and M, = 0.1 to 0.6
(--) following arrow. Arrow t)oints from re-
gion where growth rates lower than free jet to re-
gion where growth rates higher than fl'ee jet. Range
of local growth rates: (c) n = 1: ((t) n = 2.
(mii.) free jet growth rate; (.mm m) largest
growth rate; (m i i i) smallest growth rate.
(a)
2.0-
1.0
O.0
E
-L0
.2.oo.o_ _ _--xo• " " ' 2jo
Re_(Z)
® (b)
,-,-_1° _,,:, , , ,
,.¢: 0.8,6
0.4
"_ 0.2
_,o.o .............. t
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Mo
Figure 9: Local growth rates for the n = 2 mode
of an Mj = 2.0 jet in a lined cylindrical duct,
h = 2, St = 0.2, b = 0.05. (a) Contours in the
impedance plane for free jet growth rate at Mo =
0.03 (..... ) and Mo =0.1to0.6 (--) fol-
lowing arrow. Arrow points from region where
growth rates lower thaal free jet to region where
growth rates higher than free jet. (b) Range of lo-
cal growth rates. (_.mii) free jet growth rate;
(I I I) largest growth rate; (I I I I) smallest
growth rate.
Growth Rates versus h and St
The previous results fixed the geometry and flow
parameters and explored shear layer growth rates as
a function of the wall impedance. Next, we select a
wall imt)e(tance and calculate the growth rates as a
flmetion of wall height and Strouhal nund)er. Using
the results for 5io = 0.3 as an example, Figure 11
shows growth rate contours for a set of imt)edance
values. In the horizontal direction from left to right,
the real part is 0.4, 1.0, and 1.5 and in the vertical
direction from bottom to tOl), the imaginary part
is -().& 0.0, and 0.8. At h = 4.5, the growth rate
contours on all the plots in the figure are nearly the
same and mostly vertical indi(:ating that the growth
rates are about the same as the free jet growth rates
since the effects of reflections are negligible. As h
decreases, the effects of the lined wall on growth
rates first appear at higher Strouhal numbers and
then progress to h)wer Strouhal numbers. The ef-
fects are larger, meaning higher maximmn growth
rates and larger variations in growth rates as the
wall height changes, when the imaginary part of the
impedance is t)ositive and for smaller real parts of
the impedance.
When the outer flow changes, the previous results
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Figure 11: Local growth rate contours as a function of h an([ St for the n. = 1 inode of an Mj = 2.0 jet in
alined cylindrical duet Mo =0.3, b=0.05. (a) Z=0.4+i0.8: (I)) Z= 1.0+i0.8; (c) Z= 1.5+i0.8; ((l)
Z = 0.4; (e) Z = 1.0; (f) Z = 1.5; (g) Z -- 0.4- i0.8: (h) Z = 1.0 - i0.8; (i) Z = 1.5 -i().8.
have shown that the growth rate changes tot' each
wall impedance. If we now fix the wall impedance
at the extremes of effect in Figure 11, that is Z =
0.4+i0.8 where there were large variations in growth
rates attd Z = 1.5 - i0.8 where there were small
variations in growth rates, the effects of external
flow on growth rates can t)e shown as a flmction
of wall height and Strouhal number. These results
are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The four flow COil-
ditions shown in each figure are 51,, = 0.03, 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.6. The M,, = 0.3 results are the same as shown
in Figure 11. Thus, w(, see with h)wer 51. that ther('
are mut'h larger variati(ms in growth rate an(t less
wtriations as M,, increases al)ove 0.3. The general
trends in growth rates discussed for Mo = 0.3 in
Figm'e 11 also occur at the higher and lower outer
flow Mach numbers. Figures 12 and 13 can also I)e
compared to the hard wall results shown in Figure 3.
Figure 12 shows generally increas('d growth rates as
the wall height decreases when compared to the hard
wall cases. We find the Opl)osite or generally de-
creased growth rates when Figure 13 is ('onq)ared to
Figur(' 3.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
For a hard wall confining duct. this analysis con-
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Figure12:Localgrowthratecontoursasafunction
of h and St for the n = 1 mode of all Mj = 2.0
jet ill a lined cylindrical duct. with Z = 1).4 + i0.8,
b = 0.05. Outer flow: M,, = (a) 0.03; (b) 0.1; (el
(1.3; (d) 0.6. Phase velocities supersonic relative to
outer flow and subsonic relative to inner flow except
inside thick dashed line (subsonic re. outer flow) and
inside thin dashed line (supersonic re. inner flow).
Figure 13: Local growth rate contours as a flmction
of h and St for the _ = 1 mode of all Mj = 2.0
jet in a lined cylindrical duct with Z = 1.5 - i0.8,
b = 0.(15. Outer flow: Mo = (a) 0.03; (b) 0.1; (c)
0.3; (d) 0.6. Phase velocities supersonic relative to
outer flow and subsonic relative to inner flow.
firmed that the growth rates of Kelvin-Helmholtz
type instability waves were affecte(t by wall height
when the waves had l)hase velocities supersonic rel-
ative to tile outer flow. The results presented here
agreed with previous calculated results for the cylin-
drical vortex sheet case ill a hard wall duct where
the growth rates generally decrease with all increase
ill tile outer flow/ However, as the wall height and
Strouhal number change, the growth rate oscillate(1
between local minimums and local maximunls. The
range I)etween ininimunl and maxinmm decreased
as the outer flow increased. The phase relationship
between the outgoing disturbance and the reflected
incoming disturbance was a factor ill determining
if the growth rate was a local mininmm or a local
nlaximmn. The phase difference was al)proximately
-150 ° just outside the shear layer for a local maxi-
nuun growth rate and approximately 60 ° for a h)cal
minimmn growth rate. As the outer flow increased,
it was shown that the t)ressure disturt)ance wave vec-
tor shifted toward the downstream direction, so that
for a fixed wall height less reflected disturbance af-
fected the growth rate. Further analysis using the
wave vector would reveal direction and level of dis-
turbance energy.
The calculated results fi)r the initial growth rates
for a.jet shear layer ill a lined duct were presented for
changes ill wall impedance, wall height, outer flow,
frequency or Strouhal number, and mo(te numl)er.
With all conditions fixed except for variations ill tile
wall impedance, the growth rate could be made to
increase above or decrease below the growth rate for
the free jet. Within the region of tile imt)e(lance
plane used ill tile calculations, a nmximmn and a
minimum growth rate existed for ttle fixed condition.
This range of growth rates was decreased when the
outer flow increased at constant shear layer width.
At fixed flow conditions, all increase in shear layer
width lowered the growth rates but tile range of
growth rates changed little.
For a fixed ilni)edance, flow condition, and mode
number, growth rate variations were calculated as
tile wall height and Strouhal number were varied. In
general for all the flow conditions studied here_ these
growth rate variations decreased when the imaginary
part of the impedance was less than zero and in-
creased when the imaginary part of the impedance
was greater than zero. With tile varied combina-
tions of wall height, Strouhal number, flow condi-
tions, and wall impedance, a particular growth rate
can be higher or lower than the growth rate for a free
jet or for a jet. ill a hard wall duct. If it is desirable to
lower growth rates in general, then those modes and
frequencies that may tend to grow the most should
be reduced. Wall inq)edanee values with negative
imaginary values can t)e chosen to reduce the initial
growth rates of these modes.
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